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The result was
❝
a warm and

welcoming
home that is just
as glamorous
as its owner

❞

Nadine fell in
love with her
villa instantly

Bright

ideas

Jewellery designer Nadine Kanso gives us
the lowdown on her show-stopping home
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The stairwell
has been given
a bright facelift

Strong, block
colours are
featured
throughout

A

Quirky buys
add a personal
touch

➜

s soon as Nadine laid eyes on this threebedroom Jumeira villa eight years ago,
she knew it would make the perfect
home. Not only did it have the garden which she
wanted, but its age gave it lots of character, too.
“It’s an old, Italian-style villa and it’s filled with
light,” she explains. As much as she loved the
villa, this Lebanese jewellery designer was
determined to put her own mark on it. This
meant tearing up the wall-to-wall carpeting and
adding life to the whitewashed walls.
Nadine splashed lilac paint across a bedroom
wall, blue around her sitting room and shocking
pink on the walls of her dining room, while the
floors were returned to their original, bare marble
state. The result was a warm and welcoming
home that is just as glamorous as its owner.
When it comes to the talking point of her
home she says that it has to be her modern art.
Black and white photographs, paintings and
lithographs turn each wall into a conversation
piece. Most of the artworks Nadine has collected
from her travels; pieces from Beirut, Syria
and France all feature in her villa.
And she hasn’t stopped collecting her
pieces of art now that she’s arrived in
Dubai. She counts B21 as one of her
Vase,
favourite galleries where she can snap up
Dhs111,
pieces to add to her collection. She’s also
www.mode21.co.uk
a big fan of art books which she collects as
readily as her paintings. If you were in any
doubt, you can see that each coffee table
comes decorated with a pile of inspiring tomes.
What’s clever about this home is the way that
Nadine blends old and new. Traditional pieces like
wooden dressers and Victorian-style photograph
frames mix with Perspex footstools and metallic
pink vases. And, thanks to Nadine’s creative
touch, the eclectic look definitely works. She’s
also introduced a local touch, too, with funky
camouflage cushions embroidered in Arabic text
and swatches of Arabic material.
One thing about Nadine’s home is that it never ➜

Coffee table,
from a selection,
BoConcept
Cushion,
Dhs279,
BoConcept

Blomster candlesticks,
Dhs139,
IKEA

Chair,
from a selection,
IKEA
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Art plays a major
role in each room of
Nadine’s home

Nadine has now
switched her small
dining table for a
larger one

doesn’t have any visitors, she uses it as a
studio and works on ideas for her jewellery
designs, but as soon as the visitors arrive she
has to tuck all her sketches away. “I need
just one more room. It would be great if I
had more space. If I have a guest, I have to
pack everything away.”
But as eye-catching as her home is, her
favourite place in the villa isn’t within the
house, it’s almost outside the home. “My
favourite place is the step outside the house.
I like to sit outside with my coffee and chat
to the girls.”

Sofa,
from Dhs4,856,
BoConcept

Contemporary
iconography gives
the home a
graphic edge
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Frame,
Dhs50,
www.dotcomgiftshop.com

Life, texture and colour;
there’s certainly
no minimalism
going on here

designer style
Favourite buy? Everything is my
favourite buy.
How would you describe your
home? A collage; I gather
furniture on my travels.
Favourite designers? Nada
Debs. She has some really nice
designs and sells them in O’de
Rose boutique in Dubai.
Tips on making an eclectic look
work? I always go around my
house and arrange stuff. It’s a
very homey place. Not
minimalistic at all.
Best memory? I’ve met
some very nice people here
in Dubai and I consider this
a real blessing being here.
Where are you spending
New Year? At Sho Chos in
Dubai Marine.

photography alan desederio/itp, emirates home

stays looking the same for too long. As she
explains, it’s a home and, as they change the
way they live, the interior changes with them.
She’s always switching the colour of the walls
and the placement of furniture in the villa.
The most recent room to get an overhaul was
her dining room. “We had a small table that I
love, but I had to get a bigger one. When
people would come over, they would have to
stand and chat as we had no room. Now,
everyone can fit around the table.”
The other room that is constantly
changing is her guest room. When Nadine

